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33 LEGENDARY DIRECTORS OFFER THE MOST
ASTONISHING AND COMPREHENSIVE LOOK AT 

THE ART OF FILMMAKING EVER!
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“Relentlessly entertaining!” 
-New York Magazine

“Highly enjoyable! A frank, articulate, often 
crisply funny group of scribes.” 
-Los Angeles Times

Screenwriters ranging from newcomers to living 
legends share their triumphs and hardships in this 
probing, insightful, and often hilarious odyssey 
through the world of movie storytelling. 

$24.95 • 105 minutes• FRF 914222D

“A great new movie...a guide to docs you 
will absolutely want to check out!” 
-The Montreal Gazette 

From cinema-vérité pioneer Albert Maysles to 
maverick moviemakers like Errol Morris and 
Werner Herzog, the world’s best documen-
tarians reflect upon the unique power of their 
genre in this comprehensive and eye-opening 
two-disc box set. 

$29.95• Over 5 hours • FRF 913966D

MORE FILMS ABOUT THE ART OF FILMMAKING NOW AVAILABLE ON DVD

SRP: $29.95
Canada: $34.95

Catalog #: FRF 914444D
Approx 4 hours on 2 discs

Made in cooperation with the American Film Institute, DIRECTORS: 
LIFE BEHIND THE CAMERA features thirty-three legendary direc-
tors who reveal intimate and in-depth knowledge about the art of film-
making and, as well, their own career in the movies.

Culled from over 300 hours of interviews, this two-disc, four hour 
presentation is totally interactive, allowing instant access to a single 
director, or access to an entire topic involving all directors. Also 
included are film clips, interviews with guest actors and industry 
veterans, and biographies and interesting facts about each director.

FeAtuRing (in alphabetical order):

Also FeAtuRing A wide RAnge oF A-list ActoRs
And industRy veteRAns including:
• Kevin Bacon
• Jennifer Beals
• Jerry Bruckheimer
• leonardo dicaprio
• tom cruise
• ossie davis
• Robert englund

• Harrison Ford
• Morgan Freeman
• scott glenn
• Jeff goldblum
• elliott gould
• tom Hanks
• dustin Hoffman

• dennis Hopper
• Michael Keaton
• leslie nielsen
• Brad Pitt
• Kevin spacey
• Roy scheider
• wil wheaton

toPics discussed include:
• everyone has to start somewhere

• the Art of writing and choosing scripts
• the care and Feeding of Actors
• your cinematographer is your Best Friend
• one of their Most compelling Films
• will the industry survive?

• long After they are gone

• Robert Altman
• Robert Benton
• tim Burton
• James cameron
• chris columbus
• wes craven
• cameron crowe
• Frank darabont
• Jonathan demme
• Richard donner
• clint eastwood

• nora ephron
• william Friedkin
• terry gilliam
• Ron Howard
• lawrence Kasdan
• spike lee
• Barry levinson
• george lucas
• david lynch
• Adrian lyne
• garry Marshall

• Penny Marshall
• sydney Pollack
• Rob Reiner
• Martin scorsese
• Ridley scott
• tony scott
• Bryan singer
• steven spielberg
• oliver stone
• Robert Zemeckis
• david Zucker


